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FACULTY RECITAL

Nicholas Walker, string bass
John Stetch, piano
Tom Killian, drums

Hockett Family Recital Hall
Friday, February 1, 2008
7:00 p.m.
PROGRAM

(b. 1968)  
How Far is Callisto? (1999)              John Stetch  
Oscar's Blue-Green Algebra (2007)       John Stetch  
Out of Nowhere (1931)                   John Green/Edward Heyman  
Theme from Star Trek (c. 1966)           Alexander Courage  
                                           (b. 1919)  

INTERMISSION

This is It (Bugs Bunny) (c. 1960)        Mack David/Jerry Livingston  
Ocean Floors (1993)                      John Stetch  
Plutology (2007)                         John Stetch  
Rondo (1999)                             John Stetch  
Form Other (1997)                        Nicholas Walker  
                                           (b. 1972)  
A Jazz Standard (TBA)                   
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